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SUPPLIER: TREKA BUS

Six years since launch, Treka Bus continues to grow.  
Mark Williams finds out it’s not so much about big  
leaps but is more about making careful steps

becomes apparent.
It’s a fairly self-effacing attitude to 

accessible vehicle manufacture – its 
conversion is just called the ‘Van’ in a nod 
to the underpinnings. It would suggest that 
devising natty names for the two models 
Treka produces (three if you include door 
options on the conversion) is regarded 
pretty much as window dressing. It favours 
substance over style.

The Brighouse coachbuilder, established 
in 2010 (see panel), has, of course, had 
to keep up with model changes from 
Mercedes-Benz, though in the Sprinter, it 
was always on to a winner. The UK’s most 
sought-after base vehicle may be pricey but 
it has proven incredibly durable and capable 

The expression ‘the devil’s in the detail’ 
has never been more apposite than when 
applied to Treka Bus.

Big innovation is a wonderful thing. Taking 
a raw shell of a vehicle and turning into 
something unique – with new technology 
and leftfield thinking – is a real skill. But 
there’s much to be said for taking a well-
proven design and constantly improving it.

Treka Bus unashamedly goes with the 
second option. That’s not to say it doesn’t 
innovate, but it seems that this fast-growing 
company is comfortable with the basic 
design of its 16-seat Sprinter conversion 
and its 16-seat coachbuilt Treka 16, and 
has spent the six years of its existence 
methodically eradicating every flaw as it 

Sweat the
small stuff

Mark Clissett: Customer is king at Treka

Morgan Clissett: Production Director

of some punishing duty cycles. Others may 
be catching up, but they have a tough act to 
follow.

The proof, if it were needed, is in the order 
book. Some of the UK’s most experienced 
buyers are to be found at hire and lease 
companies, whose focus isn’t on the capital 
cost but the whole-life cost, including 
residual value when a vehicle’s fleet life 
comes to an end. It’s said that the fastest 
cars in the world are hire cars – the idea that 
if you don’t own something, you won’t be 
treating it with, shall we say, kid gloves.

That hire fleet orders for Treka’s Sprinter-
based products are being repeated, year 
on year, is definitely a vote for Sprinter but 
undoubtedly also a vote for the quality of 
build being offered.

Every day a hire vehicle is off the road it’s 
a cost to the lease company, not to mention 
a black mark from the end user. And on an 
accessible minibus, something as minor as 
a broken door catch can mean someone 
vulnerable and dependent on the vehicle 
either shut out or, maybe worse, shut inside 
a minibus.

The attention to detail comes from hands-
on management and a very flat management 
structure. So much so that Treka Chairman, 
Mark Clissett, delivers a vehicle from time to 
time: “I was driving one not so long ago on 
a sunny day,” he tells me.

“When I got home, I realised the sun 
through the glass above the door had 
burned my arm. So now that glass has a 
screen printed on it, to stop that happening.”
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The yellow handrail in the door of the 
Treka 16 had metal tactile ‘buttons’ for the 
visually impaired. Treka was unhappy with 
them; they felt hard and unfriendly, with 
the remote possibility that they could snag 
on a finger ring. So they replaced them with 
push-fit plastic ‘mushroom’ buttons; softer 
and cheap to replace.

The list of these detail changes would fill 
these pages twice over. Every minor irritation 
reported by customers is addressed and 
although – by Treka’s admission – a lot of 
customers wouldn’t notice, they’d soon 
notice if they drove an inferior vehicle.

Treka’s passion for making everything 
work perfectly is complemented with a free 
customer training programme and bespoke 
vehicle manuals which aren’t for the model, 
but for each, individual, vehicle. The manual 
includes such things as a numbered map 
of the seating, and all the seats fitted with 
matching numbers, so they always go back 
in where they started.

Having known Mark Clissett for some 
time, I know this was always his mantra – a 
mantra which is adopted by everyone in the 
factory. No improvement is too small, and 
nobody has a monopoly on good ideas. 
The customer is king, and the short line of 
command ensures changes are made quickly. 
Now, Mark’s son Morgan, as Production 
Director, is holding the baton.

Morgan has been front and centre at Treka 

but has been steadily developing his skills in 
the background for a while. Only 27, Morgan 
began his career working in armoured 
trucks, and joined the family firm a few years 
ago. It’s clear he shares Mark’s commitment 
and passion as he shows me around the 
production hall.

He points out a large screen, cycling 
through details of vehicles in production and 
other information. He explained that they’d 
had a hiccup when one of the coachbuilders 
had misunderstood a delivery schedule: “So I 
got this installed, with all the information the 
staff need so this is less likely to happen.”

Among vehicles going down the line is 
one of 30 for contract hire company Fraikin, 
destined for Harrow Council. They are being 
fitted with the industry’s first ever eight-
camera, 1080p CCTV system – cameras of 
such high quality and with such coverage, 
they miss no detail. It requires a 87 terabyte 
hard drive to store 28 days’ of footage 
but provides cast-iron evidence inside and 
outside the vehicle.

Treka is on its game right now, producing 
a vehicle a day and with a full order book 
until spring. I have a feeling we’ll be hearing 
much, much more from the company in 
2017.

Hit for six
In October 2016, Treka quietly celebrated its 
sixth anniversary. The company began life as 

the minibus building part of an on-the-ropes 
ambulance maker.

Mark Clissett saw Treka as an opportunity, 
and spent six months preparing to buy it 
from its parent company, which was his 
employer at the time. Then, on 28 October 
2010, he took the reins.

“It wasn’t all plain sailing. Between 
October and December of that year, we built 
13 buses. We had to work hard to grow our 
sales,” he says. But grow them they did.

From the original 16 employees, every year 
has seen the workforce, turnover and profits 
grow. In 2016, it will have built a total of 321 
vehicles, and in its history, has placed 1,238 
of them in the market.

The whole operation has been steadily 
developed. With such heavy – and growing – 
dependence on GRP mouldings, it decided in 
2015 it could no longer risk delivery of vital 
panels and interior mouldings to the mood 
of its supplier, so set up its own GRP factory 
some five miles away.

“To be honest, I didn’t get the full 
measure of that; we’d outgrown the GRP 
shop in 18 months and had to open a new, 
bigger production unit,” admits Mark.

The result has been worthwhile, though. 
Increasingly, customers are demanding more 
than grey-carpet-covered plywood, but 
replacing it with GRP panels has demanded 
the additional level of control Treka has over 
production. 

GRP panels now produced in-house by Treka to guarantee supply

Treka prides itself on attention to detail and is always improving

321 vehicles will roll out of the Brighouse factory in 2016 alone

30 minibuses for Harrow Council will have eight-camera CCTV
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